IGeLU MetaLib PWG (Product Working Group) Business Meeting

Meg Bate
Agenda

- MetaLib Survey Report
- MetaLib Use Case Scenarios
- Enhancements, Resource procedures for MetaLib CKB & SFX KB
- MetaLib Team for 2010
Team Members- 2009

- Meg Bate - Co-ordinator (2007 - )
- André Keyzer - (2008 - )
- Jeremy Acland (2007- )
- Ari Rouvari - (2006 - )
- Stefan Lohrum - (2008 - )
- Beate Rusch – SC & MetaLib Product Working Group Liaison………..
Other Members

- Beate Rusch – SC & MetaLib Product Working Group Liaison
Summary of activities over 2009

- A Face to Face Meeting in Helsinki February 2009
- Worked with ELUNA on MetaLib Survey
- Attending the ELUNA & IGeLU Meetings & Conferences
- Communicating with Ex Libris, ELUNA & IGeLU Steering Committee
- Assisting with organising the annual IGeLU Conference
- MetaLib Survey Report to be jointly presented by Meg Bate (IGeLU) & Bennett Ponsford (ELUNA)

- MetaLib Use Case Scenarios presented by Jeremy Acland
Enhancements, Resource procedures for MetaLib CKB & SFX KB - Mark Dehmlow
MetaLib PWG Team for 2010

- Meg Bate - Co-ordinator (2007 - )
- André Keyzer - Library of the University of Groningen – The Netherlands (2008 - )
- Jeremy Acland - Queen Mary University of London (2007- )
- Ari Rouvari - National Library of Finland (2006 - )
- Stefan Lohrum - KOBV Berlin – Germany (2008 - )
- Beate Rusch – SC & MetaLib Product Working Group Liaison
MetaLib PWG Team 2010 Changes

- Retiring:
  Ari Rouvari - National Library of Finland (2006 - ) thank you for all your hard work

- Welcome to:
  Jussi Brunberg - Nelli-office, National library of Finland